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Alumni version 1.4 Now Available.

If you are using ANY previous version you NEED to update.

Get it Here

1. The new version you need to select with or without categories in the preferences section. DO
NOT change after alumni are added.
with categories - means if you want the school to be a subcategory of lets say, high schools,
universities, etc.

without means you just add schools

2. You can now set the picture max width and max height in the preferences section.

3. If picture is to big, it now gives the proper error message.

I want to thank everyone who had some input. keep it coming.

Still to do.
1. make the search work different.
2. send to a friend
3. clean up some of the code.
4. maybe some kind of print or export option for moderators or something like that.
5. may try to have the pictures auto re-size

http://www.jlmzone.com/modules/mydownloads/
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